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Immune dysregulation
in the pathogenesis of ALF

Cases with gradual onset are rarer, often of indeterminate cause, and have much less prominent systemic features until
a very late stage of illness. However, liver regeneration is often inadequate and liver transplantation life saving.3

Globally, cases with rapid onset from viral or drug-induced injury are most common with complex immune dysregulation
and multiorgan failure (MOF).2
1. Hepatocyte death triggers release of Damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) that activate immune cells in
the liver and circulation.
2. Loss of hepatic function with hyper-ammonaemia and “spill over” of intra-hepatic inflammatory mediators cause
systemic effects with hepatic encephalopathy (HE) and extra-hepatic organ dysfunction.
3. Immune compromise follows, with complicating sepsis a major cause of later morbidity and mortality.

Massive liver cell death in a previously normal liver may result from apoptotic, necrotic or necroptotic mechanisms,
depending on the cause of liver injury.1 The clinical phenotype of acute liver failure (ALF) reflects the nature and extent
of liver damage, its rate of evolution and adequacy of hepatic regeneration.

A rare, complex critical illness
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Functional tests of coagulation suggest that
balanced loss of pro- and anti-coagulant
factors result in a normal or even prothrombotic state.8
Bleeding now occurs in <10% of patients and
coagulation support is seldom required.9

are now uncommon

Bleeding complications

Medical support alone is increasingly
successful in supporting many patients to
effective liver regeneration and recovery,
particularly when liver injury has rapid
evolution.5,6

is less often required

Liver transplantation
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Continuous veno-venous haemofiltration
(CVVHF) lowers circulating ammonia
concentration and may be used at high
filtration rates. Its use is associated with
improved survival.10,11
Therapeutic plasma exchange has complex
immunological effects in ALF and in a
randomised controlled trial improved
survival.12
How best to target this intervention is
currently being explored.

are now used in different ways

Established treatments

Intracranial hypertension (ICH) from
cerebral œdema complicating HE
was a leading cause of death. Better
understanding of pathophysiology
has made targeted neuroprotection
possible.
Prevention of sepsis, early control of
circulating ammonia, with normothermia, hemodynamic and metabolic
stability have been followed by a fall
in the prevalence of ICH.5,7

is becoming rarer

Cerebral Oedema

Though ALF remains a critical illness with significant mortality, in recent years patient survival has markedly improved.5,6

The illness is changing and survival is improving

1. Early recognition and limitation of hepatic injury by addressing its cause and cofactors.
2. Intensive care measures to address MOF, limit complications and optimise hepatic regeneration.
3. Continuous assessment of hepatic function and likelihood of native liver recovery.
4. Emergency liver transplantation when liver recovery is not expected.

Clinical care focuses on4
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